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PLAINTIFF’S MEMORANDUM OF LAW  

IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO DISMISS 

 

Plaintiff respectfully submits this memorandum of law in opposition to Defendant’s 

Motion to Dismiss (ECF No. 31).  As G.G. explained in his principal brief and his reply brief in 

support of his Motion for Preliminary Injunction (ECF Nos. 18 and 41, both of which are 

incorporated by reference herein), he is likely to succeed on the merits of his claims under the 

Fourteenth Amendment and Title IX.  For the same reasons, he has also stated valid claims for 

purposes of Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6).   

Even if this Court concludes that G.G. is not likely to succeed on the merits for purposes 

of a preliminary injunction, however, the School Board’s motion to dismiss must still be denied 

because the Complaint “state[s] a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.”   Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 

556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009) (quoting Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007)).  The 

School Board concedes that, even under its narrow reading of sex-stereotyping case law, school 

policies that are actually motivated by disapproval of a student’s gender nonconformity 
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constitute impermissible sex discrimination under the Fourteenth Amendment and Title IX.  

Def.’s Mem. 11, 14-15, ECF No. 30.  The allegations in the Compliant are more than sufficient 

to raise a plausible inference that the School Board acted based on such improper motives.  The 

School Board asserts that its transgender restroom policy is motivated by a desire to protect 

student privacy and “not because of a perception that Plaintiff does not conform to gender norms, 

or in an attempt to stigmatize, embarrass or otherwise reject Plaintiff.”  Id. at 11.  But the School 

Board’s motivation is a disputed question of fact that cannot be resolved on a motion to dismiss 

without any evidentiary record.   Cf. Etsitty v. Utah Transit Auth., 502 F.3d 1215 (10th Cir. 

2007) (ruling on summary judgment after full discovery). 

I. Standard for Motions to Dismiss 

In order to survive a motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6) after Iqbal and Twombly,  “a 

complaint must contain ‘factual allegations sufficient to raise a right to relief above the 

speculative level.’” McCleary-Evans v. Md. Dep’t of Transp., State Highway Admin., 780 F.3d 

582, 585 (4th Cir. 2015) (quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555) (alterations incorporated).  The 

complaint must contain “sufficient factual matter, accepted as true, to state a claim to relief that 

is plausible on its face in the sense that the complaint’s factual allegations must allow a court to 

draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.”  Id. 

(internal quotation marks, brackets, and citations omitted).   

Even after Iqbal and Twombly, however, the plausibility standard does not impose a 

“‘probability requirement.’”  Moody v. City of Newport News, Va., No. 4:14CV99, 2015 WL 

1347475, at *5 (E.D. Va. Mar. 25, 2015) (quoting Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678).  “Iqbal and Twombly 

do not require a plaintiff to prove his case in the complaint. The requirement of nonconclusory 

factual detail at the pleading stage is tempered by the recognition that a plaintiff may only have 
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so much information at his disposal at the outset.”  Robertson v. Sea Pines Real Estate Co., Inc., 

679 F.3d 278, 291 (4th Cir. 2012).  A plaintiff must simply “‘nudge[ ] [its] claims across the line 

from conceivable to plausible’ to resist dismissal.”  Wag More Dogs Liab. Corp. v. Cozart, 680 

F.3d 359, 365 (4th Cir. 2012) (alterations in original) (quoting Twombly, 550 U.S. at 570). 

II. The Complaint’s Factual Allegations Raise a Plausible Inference of Improper 

Motive. 

 

The allegations in the Complaint create a plausible inference that the School Board 

enacted the transgender restroom policy based, in whole or in part, on discomfort with G.G’s 

gender nonconformity.  The Complaint alleges that “some adults in the community were angered 

when they came to learn that a transgender student had been allowed to use the restroom 

corresponding to the student’s gender identity,” and they “contacted members of the School 

Board to demand that the transgender student be barred from continuing to use the restroom at 

issue.”  Compl. ¶ 33, ECF No. 8.  The Complaint also alleges that Board member Carla B. Hook 

drafted the transgender restroom policy based on those complaints and placed it on the School 

Board’s agenda without even notifying G.G. or his parents.  Id. ¶¶ 34, 36.  At the School Board 

meetings, speakers who urged the School Board to adopt the transgender restroom policy 

“displayed many misperceptions about transgender people,” pointedly referred to G.G. as a 

“young lady” instead of a young man, and “suggested that boys who are not transgender would 

come to school wearing a dress and demand to use the girls’ restroom for nefarious purposes.”  

Id. ¶ 37.  “One speaker called [G.G.] a ‘freak’ and compared him to a person who thinks he is a 

‘dog’ and wants to urinate on fire hydrants.”  Id. ¶ 42.  “Several speakers threatened to vote the 

School Board members out of office if they did not adopt the transgender restroom policy.”  Id. 

As these factual allegations demonstrate, this is not a case where “[o]nly speculation can 

fill the gaps in [the] complaint” to draw an inference of improper motive.  McCleary-Evans, 780 
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F.3d at 586.  The statements at the School Board meeting strongly support a non-speculative 

inference that the transgender restroom policy was motivated at least in part by disapproval or 

discomfort with G.G.’s gender nonconformity.  “[I]t is well-established that community views 

may be attributed to government bodies when the government acts in response to these views.”  

A Helping Hand, LLC v. Baltimore Coy., Md., 515 F.3d 356, 366 (4th Cir. 2008).  Moreover, 

even if the School Board members merely capitulated to the threats of being voted out of office, 

the School Board cannot escape a finding of improper motive “by deferring to the wishes or 

objections of some fraction of the body politic.”  City of Cleburne, Tex. v. Cleburne Living Ctr., 

473 U.S. 432, 448 (1985). 

III. The School Board’s Motivation Must Be Determined With the Benefit of Full 

Discovery. 

 

The School Board asserts that its decision to pass the transgender restroom policy was not 

infected by sex-stereotypes or discomfort with G.G.’s gender nonconformity.  Def.’s Mem. 11, 

14-15, ECF No. 30.  Whether that assertion is true or whether it is pretext can be determined 

only after discovery and the submission of evidence.  “[T]o survive a motion to dismiss, plaintiff 

need not prove anything. Indeed, she need not even allege that defendant's proffered explanation 

is a pretext.  This, of course, is because a plaintiff, when filing her complaint, does not yet know 

what explanation a defendant will proffer and has not yet had the opportunity to uncover 

evidence of pretext [in discovery].”  Hart v. Lew, 973 F. Supp. 2d 561, 584 (D. Md. 2013).  “A 

complaint need not make a case against a defendant or forecast evidence sufficient to prove an 

element of the claim.  It need only allege facts sufficient to state elements of the claim.” 

Robertson, 679 F.3d at 291 (emphasis in original) (internal quotation marks and citation 

omitted). 
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Evidence obtained in discovery will be highly relevant in determining whether the School 

Board acted based on improper motive.  The School Board admits that it passed the transgender 

restroom policy in response to “numerous complaints from parents and students.”  Andersen 

Decl. ¶ 4, ECF No. 30-1.  The press release it issued on December 3, 2014 also stated that the 

School Board received “a great deal of input from the local public through emails” and “phone 

calls.”  Press Release, Gloucester (Va.) Cty. Sch. Bd., Gloucester School Board Prepares to 

Discuss, Likely Vote at Dec. 9 Meeting on Restroom/Locker Room Use for Transgender Students 

1 (Dec. 3, 2014).
1
  The School Board has not disclosed the substance of the phone calls and 

emails it received, so there is no way to know whether those complaints were based on 

discomfort with or disapproval of G.G.’s gender nonconformity or any other improper motives.  

Moreover, statements made by the School Board to the press indicate that several Board 

members believed that the transgender restroom policy could be illegal.  In an apparent reaction 

to the proposal by Board member Hooks, School Board Chairman Randy Burak wrote in an 

email to other Board members on November 3, 2015:  “I believe that if we do not move 

cautiously we will put the board, children, district, and community at risk unnecessarily.”  

Frances Hubbard, Gloucester schools face challenge with proposed transgender restroom policy, 

Daily Press (Dec. 7, 2015).
2
  Discovery will shed light on what statements and actions by other 

Board members prompted Mr. Burak’s concern.  Another School Board member, Kim Hensley, 

voted against the policy and continues to believe the transgender restroom policy violates Title 

IX.  See Dominic Holden, Teen Sues School District In Potentially Key Federal Case For 

                                                           
1
 Available at 

http://gets.gc.k12.va.us/Portals/Gloucester/District/docs/SB/GlouSBPressRelease120314.pdf 

 
2
 Available at http://www.dailypress.com/news/gloucester-county/dp-nws-mid-

transgender-policy-20141207-story.html#page=1 
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Transgender Restroom Rights, BuzzFeed News (June 11, 2015).
3
  Her testimony, and the 

testimony of other Board members, will also be important in demonstrating pretext.  Cf. 

Campbell v. St. Tammany Parish Sch. Bd., 64 F.3d 184, 190 (5th Cir. 1995) (finding that school 

board’s motivation for removing library book must be determined by “requiring testimony from 

all of the School Board members and permitting cross-examination probing their justifications 

for removing the Book”). 

IV. Defendant’s Arguments Must Be Evaluated at Summary Judgment or Trial. 

 

Even cases that the Defendant cites to defend the legality of its transgender restroom 

policy confirm that these questions cannot be resolved on a motion to dismiss.  For example, in 

Etsitty v. Utah Transit Auth., 502 F.3d 1215, 1225-26 (10th Cir. 2007), the Tenth Circuit 

affirmed dismissal at the summary judgement stage after considering deposition testimony from 

the defendants and concluding that the plaintiff had failed to create a genuine issue of fact as to 

whether the stated reasons for firing the plaintiff were pretextual.  Similarly, in Kastl v. 

Maricopa Cnty. Cmty. Coll. Dist., 325 F. App’x 492, 494 (9th Cir. 2009) (unpublished), the 

Ninth Circuit affirmed dismissal at the summary judgment stage because defendant “proffered 

evidence” that that its decision was based on safety concerns and plaintiff had failed to submit 

sufficient evidence of pretext.  At the outset of that case, in contrast, the defendant’s motion to 

dismiss was denied.  See Kastl v. Maricopa Cnty. Cmty. Coll. Dist., No. CIV.02-1531, 2004 WL 

2008954, at *3 (D. Ariz. June 3, 2004). 

Just a few days ago, a district court denied a motion to dismiss a Title VII complaint by a 

transgender woman related to a university’s discriminatory bathroom policy.  The complaint 

alleged that the university created a hostile work environment based on sex by, among other 

                                                           
3
 Available at http://www.buzzfeed.com/dominicholden/teen-sues-school-district-in-

potentially-key-federal-case-fo#.vlo7gvQe0P 
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things, prohibiting the plaintiff from using the same restrooms as other women.  See Intervenor 

Compl. ¶¶ 45-57, 144-45, 166-69, United States v. Se. Okla. State Univ, No. 15-324 (W.D. Okla. 

July 10, 2015), ECF No. 24 (attached hereto as Exhibit B).  The court concluded that, even under 

Etsitty, the plaintiff had stated a valid claim for sex discrimination because the alleged actions 

“occurred because she was female, yet Defendants regarded her as male.”  Mem. Op. & Order at 

5, United States v. Se. Okla. State Univ., No. 15-324 (July 10, 2015), ECF No. 34 (attached 

hereto as Exhibit A). 

  To be sure, the district court in Johnston v. Univ. of Pittsburgh of Com. Sys. of Higher 

Educ., No. 13-213, 2015 WL 1497753 (W.D. Pa. Mar. 31, 2015), appeal docketed No. 15-2022 

(3d Cir. Apr. 22, 2015), granted a motion to dismiss at the pleading stage.  In doing so the court 

relied primarily on Etsitty and erroneously confused the standard for motions to dismiss with the 

standard for summary judgment.  Moreover, even if Johnston had been correct, the factual 

background in this case – including the extensive record of comments at the School Board 

meetings – are sufficient to distinguish the factual allegations in Johnston from the allegations in 

this case. 

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, and the reasons set forth in G.G.’s submissions in support of 

his Motion for a Preliminary Injunction, Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss should be denied. 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
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AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION  

OF VIRGINIA FOUNDATION, INC. 

                             /s/                                 . 

Rebecca K. Glenberg (VSB No. 44099) 

Gail Deady (VSB No. 82035)  

701 E. Franklin Street, Suite 1412 

Richmond, Virginia 23219 

Phone: (804) 644-8080 

Fax: (804) 649-2733 

rglenberg@acluva.org 

gdeady@acluva.org 

 

 

* Admitted pro hac vice  

 

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION  

FOUNDATION 

Joshua A. Block* 

Leslie Cooper* 

125 Broad Street, 18th Floor 

New York, New York 10004 

Phone: (212) 549-2500 

Fax:  (212) 549-2650 

jblock@aclu.org 

lcooper@aclu.org 

 

 

Dated: July 16, 2015 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on this 16
th

 day of July, 2015, I filed the foregoing document with 

the Clerk of Court’s Electronic Document Filing system (ECF), which will automatically send a 

copy to all counsel of record. 

       /s/    

      Rebecca K. Glenberg 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
WESTERN DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA and )
DR. RACHEL TUDOR, )

)
Plaintiffs, )

)
v. ) Case No. CIV-15-324-C

)
SOUTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA )
STATE UNIVERSITY and )
THE REGIONAL UNIVERSITY )
SYSTEM OF OKLAHOMA, )

)
Defendants. )

MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER

Plaintiff United States brought the present action to enforce Title VII claims against

Defendants based on Defendants’ actions towards Plaintiff Dr. Tudor, alleging sex

discrimination and retaliation in violation of Title VII.  Dr. Tudor then filed a Complaint in

Intervention adding a claim for hostile work environment.  The premise for each Plaintiff’s

claims are the alleged actions by Defendants directed at Dr. Tudor following her transition

from male to female.  Specific to the issues relevant to the present Motion, Dr. Tudor alleges

that at the time she announced her intent to change gender Defendants began treating her

differently, ultimately denying her tenure application.  Dr. Tudor’s Complaint also offers

details of a number of other actions taken by Defendants, all allegedly the result of her

change in gender.
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Defendants filed a Motion to Dismiss Dr. Tudor’s Intervenor Complaint seeking

dismissal of  Dr. Tudor’s hostile environment claim pursuant to either Fed. R. Civ. P.

12(b)(1) or 12(b)(6).  Defendants’ 12(b)(1) Motion argues the Court lacks subject-matter

jurisdiction to hear Dr. Tudor’s hostile work environment claim because she failed to exhaust

her administrative remedies.  The 12(b)(6) Motion argues that Dr. Tudor has failed to state

a claim for relief, as the factual allegations in her Complaint are insufficient to state a claim

for hostile work environment.  Because the 12(b)(1) Motion attacks the Court’s power to

decide this case, it will be addressed first. 

1.  Exhaustion 

Defendants do not deny that Dr. Tudor filed a charge with the EEOC, they simply

argue that the statement provided by Dr. Tudor to the EEOC was insufficient to notify them

that she was pursuing a hostile work environment claim.  Initially the Court notes that the

exhibits upon which Defendants rely to argue Dr. Tudor did not exhaust are not documents

prepared by Dr. Tudor, but rather the documents were prepared by the U.S. Department of

Education.  Thus, they are not helpful in determining the nature of the claims that Dr. Tudor

exhausted.  Rather, the Court will consider the statements made by Dr. Tudor when filing her

complaint with the EEOC.*

*  As Defendants note, the Court may consider these documents in ruling on the exhaustion
challenge without converting the present Motion to one seeking summary judgment.  See Jenkins
v. Educ. Credit Mgmt. Corp., 212 F. App’x 729, 732-33 (10th Cir. 2007). 

2
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The Supreme Court has held that Title VII does not specify the form or content of

filings, providing only that charges shall be made in writing under oath or affirmation.  See

E.E.O.C. v. Shell Oil Co., 466 U.S. 54, 67 (1984).  The EEOC is responsible for establishing

the detailed requirements for inadequate filings.  In that regard, the EEOC has established

a regulation which provides “a charge is sufficient when the Commission receives from the

person making the charge a written statement sufficiently precise to identify the parties, and

to describe generally the action or practices complained of.”  29 C.F.R. § 1601.12(b).  The

Tenth Circuit has held that “‘[w]e are required to construe appellants’ EEOC charges with

utmost liberality since they are made by those unschooled in the technicalities of formal

pleading.’”  Green v. Donahoe, 760 F.3d 1135, 1142 (10th Cir. 2014) (quoting Lyons v.

England, 307 F.3d 1092, 1104 (9th Cir. 2002), cert. denied, ___ U.S. ___, 135 S. Ct. 1892

(2015)).  Finally, “[a] plaintiff's claim in federal court is generally limited by the scope of the

administrative investigation that can reasonably be expected to follow the charge of

discrimination submitted to the EEOC.”  MacKenzie v. City and County of Denver, 414 F.3d

1266, 1274 (10th Cir. 2005) (citations omitted).

The Court finds that when measured by these standards, the complaint filed by Dr.

Tudor with the EEOC was sufficient to exhaust a hostile environment claim.  First, the letter

Dr. Tudor sent to the EEOC provides adequate explanation that at least one of the issues on

which her claims were based was her transition in gender and Defendants’ employees’

reaction to that change.  The EEOC Charge of Discrimination signed by Dr. Tudor makes

clear that employees of Defendants communicated her gender transition to members of the

3
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administration who reacted negatively, and as a result she was subject to different terms and

conditions of employment.  These statements were sufficient to put Defendants on notice that

Dr. Tudor was pursuing a hostile work environment claim, in addition to the other claims

pursued in this case.  Therefore, Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss for failure to exhaust will

be denied.

2.  Hostile Environment Claim

Defendants challenge whether or not Dr. Tudor has pled facts to support a hostile

work environment claim.  “The elements of a hostile work environment claim are:  (1) the

plaintiff is a member of a protected group; (2) the plaintiff was subjected to unwelcome

harassment; (3) the harassment was based on the protected characteristic . . . ; and (4) the

harassment was sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter a term, condition, or privilege of the

plaintiff’s employment and created an abusive working environment.”  Asebedo v. Kan.

State. Univ., 559 F. App’x 668, 670 (10th Cir. 2014) (citing Dick v. Phone Directories Co.,

397 F.3d 1256, 1262-63 (10th Cir. 2005)).  

Defendants argue Dr. Tudor fails at the first step because she cannot establish she is

a member of a protected class.  According to Defendants, in Etsitty v. Utah Transit Auth.,

502 F.3d 1215 (10th Cir. 2007), the Tenth Circuit held a transsexual individual is not within

a protected class.  However, the reasoning relied on by the Tenth Circuit in Etsitty is

inapposite here.  The Tenth Circuit’s holding was that “transsexuals may not claim protection

under Title VII from discrimination based solely on their status as a transsexual.”  Id. at

1222.  The Circuit went on to clarify that “like all other employees, such protection extends

4
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to transsexual employees only if they are discriminated against because they are male or

because they are female.”  Here, it is clear that Defendants’ actions as alleged by Dr. Tudor

occurred because she was female, yet Defendants regarded her as male.  Thus, the actions

Dr. Tudor alleges Defendants took against her were based upon their dislike of her presented

gender.  The Tenth Circuit recognized this distinction in Etsitty at n.2, when it cited to the

Sixth Circuit case of Smith v. City of Salem, 378 F.3d 566, 575 (6th Cir. 2004) (“Sex

stereotyping based on a person’s gender non-conforming behavior is impermissible

discrimination, irrespective of the cause of that behavior; a label, such as ‘transsexual,’ is not

fatal to a sex discrimination claim where the victim has suffered discrimination because of

his or her gender non-conformity.”).  The factual allegations raised by Dr. Tudor bring her

claims squarely within the Sixth Circuit’s reasoning as adopted by the Tenth Circuit in

Etsitty.  Consequently, the Court finds that the discrimination occurred because of Dr.

Tudor’s gender, and she falls within a protected class.  The first element is adequately pled.

The remainder of Defendants’ challenge to the hostile work environment claim argues

that Dr. Tudor has failed to plead sufficient facts to raise her claim above the speculative

level.  See Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007).  Defendants read Dr.

Tudor’s Complaint too narrowly.  When taken as a whole, it is clear that the factual

allegations set forth by Dr. Tudor demonstrate that she was subjected to unwelcome

harassment based on the protected characteristic and that the harassment by Defendants’

employees was sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter a term, condition, or privilege of her

employment and thereby create an abusive work environment.  Accordingly, the Court finds

5
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that Defendants’ Motion to Dismiss for failure to state claim on the hostile work environment

claim will be denied.

  3.  Laches

Finally, Defendants argue that the Complaint should be dismissed based on the

doctrine of laches.  According to Defendants, much of the conduct of which Dr. Tudor

complains occurred as much as four or five years prior to filing her Complaint.  Defendants

argue that the delay has prejudiced them because of the lapse of time.  In order to establish

laches, Defendants must demonstrate (a) inexcusable delay in instituting a suit and

(b) prejudice or harm to Defendants flowing from that delay.  Alexander v. Phillips

Petroleum Co., 130 F.2d 593, 605 (10th Cir. 1942).  

Defendants’ argument fails on both elements.  First, as Dr. Tudor establishes in her

Response, she began the administrative process shortly after Defendants’ allegedly

discriminatory actions.  That there was some delay in the lawsuit being filed was primarily

as a result of the administrative process and the actions of the EEOC in determining whether

or not to pursue the claim on behalf of the United States, rather than anything attributable to

Dr. Tudor.  Dr. Tudor has acted timely in pursuing her administrative remedy and acted

timely in filing her Complaint in Intervention once this action was initiated by the United

States.  In short, Defendants have failed to meet their burden of establishing that the doctrine

of laches should apply.

CONCLUSION  

6
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For the reasons set forth herein, Defendants Southeastern Oklahoma State University

and The Regional University System of Oklahoma’s Amended Motion to Dismiss

Plaintiff/Intervenor’s Complaint in Part (Dkt. No. 30) is DENIED.  Defendants Southeastern

Oklahoma State University and The Regional University System of Oklahoma’s Motion to

Dismiss Plaintiff/Intervenor’s Complaint in Part (Dkt. No. 27) is STRICKEN as it was

inadvertently filed.

IT IS SO ORDERED this 10th day of July, 2015.  

 

7
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1	  

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ) CASE NO. 5:15-CV-00324-C 
) 

Plaintiff, ) 
) 

v. ) 
) 

1. SOUTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA )
STATE UNIVERSITY, and ) 

) 
2. THE REGIONAL UNIVERSITY ) 
SYSTEM OF OKLAHOMA, ) 

) 
) 

Defendants. ) 

COMPLAINT IN INTERVENTION OF  
PLAINTIFF/INTERVENOR DR. RACHEL TUDOR 

This is an action under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § 

2000e, et seq. (“Title VII”). Dr. Tudor intervenes in this action as an aggrieved person 

pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(f). As set forth below, Plaintiff/Intervenor Dr. Rachel 

Tudor (“Plaintiff/Intervenor”) alleges that Defendants Southeastern Oklahoma State 

University (“Southeastern”) and the Regional University System of Oklahoma (“RUSO”) 

subjected Dr. Tudor to sex discrimination, including an unlawful hostile work 

environment based on sex, and retaliation in violation of Title VII.  

PARTIES 

1. Plaintiff/Intervenor Dr. Rachel Tudor is an English professor who worked
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2 

for Southeastern as a tenure track Assistant Professor from 2004 to 2011. 

2. Defendant Southeastern is a member of the Oklahoma state system of

higher education and is part of the Regional University System of Oklahoma (“RUSO”). 

Defendant RUSO’s Board of Regents is the governing board for several Oklahoma state 

universities, including Southeastern. RUSO’s Policy Manual explains how the operations 

of RUSO and Southeastern interrelate. RUSO has the power to fix compensation and 

duties of personnel at its regional universities, including Southeastern. RUSO has the 

power and duty to adopt rules and regulations to govern its regional universities, 

including Southeastern. Southeastern’s President must report to RUSO on all matters 

related to employment, discipline, and termination of faculty. For these reasons, 

Southeastern and RUSO are a single employer for all relevant purposes. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

3. This Court has jurisdiction over this action under 42 U.S.C. §2000e-5(f)

and 28 U.S.C. §1345. 

4. Venue is proper in this judicial district under 42 U.S.C. §2000e-5(f)(3) and

28 U.S.C. § 1391(b). Both Southeastern and RUSO are agencies of the State of 

Oklahoma. At all relevant times, RUSO’s principal place of business has been in 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and Southeastern’s principal place of business has been in 

Durant, Oklahoma. 

5. Southeastern and RUSO are “persons” within the meaning of 42 U.S.C.

§2000e(a) and “employers” within the meaning of 42 U.S.C. §2000e(b).

6. On or about September 9, 2010, Dr. Tudor filed a timely charge of
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discrimination alleging, among other things, that Southeastern subjected her to sex 

discrimination when it denied her application for promotion and tenure during the 2009- 

10 academic year. Dr. Tudor filed this charge with the U.S. Department of Education, 

Office for Civil Rights (“DOE”). After notifying Southeastern of the charge, DOE 

referred the charge to the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (“EEOC”) 

for investigation of Dr. Tudor’s Title VII claim. 

7. On or about July 12, 2011, Dr. Tudor supplemented her charge of 

discrimination filed with the EEOC. She alleged, among other things, that Southeastern 

subjected her to sex discrimination and retaliated against her because she complained 

about Southeastern’s discrimination. Specifically, Dr. Tudor alleged that Southeastern 

unlawfully refused to permit her to re-apply for promotion and tenure during the 2010-

11 academic year. Dr. Tudor’s supplemented charge was simultaneously filed with the 

EEOC and with the Oklahoma Human Rights Commission. 

8. Pursuant to Section 706 of Title VII, the EEOC notified the Defendants of 

Dr. Tudor’s supplemented charge of discrimination. After conducting an investigation 

of Dr. Tudor’s charges, the EEOC found reasonable cause to believe that Southeastern 

discriminated against Dr. Tudor because of her sex and retaliated against her because she 

engaged in protected activity. The EEOC did not render a determination on the issue of 

hostile work environment based on sex raised by the facts alleged in Dr. Tudor’s 

original charge and supplemental charge. The EEOC notified the Defendants of its 

reasonable cause findings, unsuccessfully attempted to conciliate the charges, and 

subsequently referred the charges to the U.S. Department of Justice. 
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9. All conditions precedent to the filing of suit have been performed or have 

occurred.  

FACTS 

10. Dr. Tudor is a female citizen of the Chickasaw Nation.  

11. Dr. Tudor is also a female citizen of the United States.  

12. Dr. Tudor has a feminine gender expression. 

13. Dr. Tudor has a female gender identity. 

14. Dr. Tudor is a transgender woman.  

 

Sex, Gender, Gender Expression and Gender Identity 

15. Sex is an ambiguous term of art that includes gender, gender expression 

and gender identity within its meaning. 

16. Sex stereotyping refers to the application by an employer of stereotypes 

related to sex assigned at birth to restrict or disparage an employee’s gender expression 

or gender identity.  

17. Gender refers to cultural or attitudinal characteristics (as opposed to 

physical characteristics) distinctive to the sexes. 

18. Gender expression refers to a person's gender-related appearance and 

behavior whether or not stereotypically associated with the person's assigned sex at 

birth. Transgender expression is a form of gender expression. 

19. Gender identity refers to characteristics related to a person’s internal sense 

of gender, being male, female, or other. Transgender identity is a form of gender 
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identity. 

20. Gender identity is intractably rooted in the psyche by the age of two, and

cannot be changed. 

21. Discrimination against transgender persons for being transgender is based

on their gender expression and gender identity, and the discrimination described herein 

against Dr. Tudor was based on her gender expression and gender identity.  

22. Transgender individuals often seek out legal, social, and medical means of

aligning external manifestations of their gender with their gender identity. This process is 

colloquially known as gender transition or transition. 

23. A core component of gender transition entails publicly expressing one’s

gender as a member of the gender that comports with one’s gender identity. 

24. Transgender individuals are persons who have a gender expression or

gender identity that does not match the sex they were assigned at birth. 

25. Native Americans traditionally believe that transgender persons are

blessed and have a spiritual responsibility to live their blessing. 

26. Dr. Tudor subscribes to the traditional Native American belief that she, as

a transgender woman, has a responsibility to discover the nature of her blessing and 

walk the sacred path set before her. 

27. Scientific studies have shown that transgender persons have brain

structures that are typical of nontransgender persons with the same gender identity. For 

example, women with transgender identity (i.e. those assigned male sex at birth but who 

have female gender identity) have brain structures that are similar to those of 
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nontransgender women. It is appropriate to refer to a transgender woman who has 

transitioned with female titles, honorifics (e.g., Miss, Ms. or Mrs.), and pronouns (e.g., 

her, hers, and she). 

28. It is appropriate for a nontransgender woman to use a women’s multi-stall 

restroom. 

29. It is appropriate for a transgender woman who has transitioned to use a 

women’s restroom. 

30. It is appropriate for a nontransgender woman to wear traditionally female 

clothing, such as a skirt. 

31. It is appropriate for a transgender woman who has transitioned to wear 

traditionally female clothing, such as a skirt. 

32. Another core component of gender transition is utilizing medical therapies 

to align the patient’s body with the patient’s gender identity. 

33. Myriad peer-review studies demonstrate that medical therapies, including 

hormone treatments, are one form of medically necessary care for transgender persons. 

34. The American Medical Association, the American Psychological 

Association, the American Academy of Family Physicians, the American College of 

Obstetricians and Gynecologists, and the World Professional Association for 

Transgender Health (“WPATH”) have all publicly endorsed the efficacy of medical 

therapies, including hormone treatments, for transgender persons.  

35. The American Medical Association, the American Psychological 

Association, the American Academy of Family Physicians, the American College of 
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Obstetricians and Gynecologists, and WPATH all recognize that medical therapies, 

including hormone treatments, are a form of medically necessary care for transgender 

persons.  

36. The American Medical Association, the American Psychological 

Association, the American Academy of Family Physicians, the American College of 

Obstetricians and Gynecologists, and WPATH have all publicly called for both private 

and public insurers to eliminate transgender-specific exclusions in health insurance 

plans.  

 

Dr. Tudor’s Employment at Southeastern and Transition to Female 

37. In 2004, Dr. Tudor began working at Southeastern as a tenure-track 

Assistant Professor in the Department of English, Humanities, and Languages (the 

“English Department”). At that time, she presented as male and had a traditionally male 

name. 

38. Dr. Tudor was the first transgender professor at Southeastern. 

39. In the summer of 2007, Dr. Tudor notified Southeastern that she planned 

to transition from male to female and begin to present as female at work during the 

2007-08 academic year. 

40. After she informed Southeastern about her transition, Dr. Tudor received a 

phone call from an employee of Southeastern’s human resources office to discuss various 

issues related to her gender transition. During that call, the human resources employee 

warned Dr. Tudor that Southeastern’s Vice President for Academic Affairs, Dr. Douglas 
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McMillan, had inquired whether Dr. Tudor could be fired because her “transgender 

lifestyle” offended his religious beliefs. The human resources employee told Dr. Tudor 

that Vice President McMillan had been told that Southeastern could not fire her because 

she is transgender. 

41. During the 2007-08 academic year, Dr. Tudor began to present as female 

at work by, among other things, wearing women’s clothing, styling her hair in a feminine 

manner, and going by the traditionally female name Rachel. 

42. After Dr. Tudor began presenting as female, Jane McMillan, the director of 

Southeastern’s Counseling Center, told her that she should take safety precautions 

because some people were openly hostile towards transgender people. She also told Dr. 

Tudor that Vice President McMillan (who is her brother) considered such people to be a 

“grave offense to his [religious] sensibilities.” 

43. After Dr. Tudor informed Southeastern about her gender identity and intent 

to transition, she was subjected to disadvantageous terms by unwarranted restrictions on 

her use of restrooms.   

44. Use of male restrooms would subject Dr. Tudor to an unwarranted risk of 

harassment by males in those restrooms who would likely be severely surprised by her 

presence there, and who might thereby learn of her transgender identity. It would also 

subject her to humiliation as a visible woman who was forced to go into a male gender-

segregated space. 

45. She was instructed by an employee of Southeastern’s human resources 

office that, once she started presenting as female full-time at work, she should not use the 
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multi-stall women’s restroom located on the same floor as her office or any other multi-

stall women’s restroom on campus.  

46. The employee directed Dr. Tudor to only use a specific single-stall, all-

genders restroom for persons with disabilities located on a different floor than Dr. 

Tudor’s office. This restroom was the only single-stall, all-genders restroom for persons 

with disabilities located within a three-story building that served hundreds of people a 

day. 

47. Dr. Tudor was told that she should use the only single-stall restroom for 

persons with disabilities in the building her office was located in because Southeastern 

was concerned that students or other faculty would complain if she used any of the 

multi-stall female-designated restrooms on campus.  

48. Southeastern’s human resources office has never counseled a 

nontransgender professor on which gender-segregated restroom they may use nor has 

the office ever directed a nontransgender professor to not use a gender-segregated multi-

stall restroom that is immediately adjacent to the professor’s office. 

49. Southeastern’s human resources office has never counseled a 

nontransgender professor to use a gender-segregated restroom that did not match the 

professor’s gender identity. 

50. Southeastern’s human resources office counseled Dr. Tudor to use the 

single-stall restroom described above because the employee was uncomfortable with a 

transgender woman, based on her gender expression and gender identity, using a multi-

stall women’s restroom frequented by nontransgender women. 
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51. Southeastern’s human resources office counseled Dr. Tudor to use the 

single-stall restroom described above because a Southeastern administrator told the 

human resources office that they were uncomfortable with a transgender woman using a 

multi-stall women’s restroom frequented by nontransgender women. 

52. Once Dr. Tudor transitioned to female, she followed the direction of 

Southeastern’s human resource office and only used the single-stall, all genders 

restroom for persons with disabilities described above.   

53. For nearly four years, whenever Dr. Tudor was on Southeastern’s campus 

she was only permitted to use the single-stall, all genders restroom for persons with 

disabilities described above. 

54. As a direct result of the restroom use restriction imposed by Southeastern’s 

human resources office, Dr. Tudor was unable to use the restroom on a regular basis 

whenever she was on Southeastern’s campus.  

55. Dr. Tudor’s busy class schedule made it nearly impossible for her to 

regularly utilize the only restroom she was permitted to use on campus. For example, 

Dr. Tudor’s teaching schedule often left only ten to fifteen minutes between classes. On 

many occasions, Dr. Tudor found that she either did not have enough time to travel from 

the building where she was teaching classes back to the building where the single-stall 

restroom was located or that the only restroom she was permitted to use was in use for 

the duration of her break between classes. 

56. On occasions where Dr. Tudor was unable to use the single-stall restroom 

described above, she felt great physical discomfort and humiliation. 
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57. On occasions where Dr. Tudor was able to use the single-stall restroom 

described above, she felt profound guilt and humiliation knowing that her use of the 

restroom for persons with disabilities often inconvenienced persons with physical 

disabilities including other faculty members and students. 

58. On occasions where Dr. Tudor used the single-stall restroom described 

above and found a line outside the restroom she apologized to those waiting in line for 

the inconvenience. Having to routinely apologize to persons with physical disabilities 

whom were inconvenienced by Dr. Tudor’s use of the restroom for persons with 

disabilities made her feel profound guilt and humiliation. 

59. Starting in Summer 2007, Dr. Tudor used public women’s restrooms 

whenever she was not on Southeastern’s campus.  

60. Dr. Tudor never had a negative response from women who used the 

women’s restrooms she frequented off Southeastern’s campus. 

61. Transgender women routinely use multi-stall women’s restrooms in the 

State of Oklahoma, including restrooms located in state and federal government 

facilities. 

62. The presence of transgender women in gender-segregated multi-stall 

restrooms poses no threat to nontransgender women. 

63.  If a nontransgender woman is offended by the prospect of sharing gender-

segregated facilities with transgender women, the nontransgender woman is free to seek 

out and use a single-stall restroom. 

64. After Dr. Tudor informed Southeastern about her transition she was also 
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instructed by an employee of Southeastern’s human resources office to not wear certain 

traditionally female articles of clothing going forward. Among other things, Dr. Tudor 

was counseled against wearing short skirts. 

65. No nontransgender female professor was ever counseled by Southeastern’s 

human resources office against wearing skirts of any length. 

66. Both junior and senior female professors with traditional gender identity 

routinely wore traditionally female articles of clothing, including skirts of varying 

lengths, during the years Dr. Tudor was employed by Southeastern. 

67. From the 2007-08 through the 2010-11 academic years the health 

insurance plan that Southeastern provided to professors, including Dr. Tudor, had an 

explicit exclusion that prohibited health care benefits to transgender persons.  

68. As a result of the exclusion described above, Dr. Tudor was unable to get 

her insurance to cover various medically necessary treatments she needed as part of her 

medical transition to female. This included, but is not limited to, coverage for exogenous 

hormones and routine blood level tests needed to monitor her hormone levels. 

69. Upon information and belief, the health insurance plan Southeastern 

provided to faculty members otherwise covered medically necessary exogenous 

hormone treatments and routine blood level tests needed to monitor blood levels as a 

result of such treatment. 

70. As a result of the exclusion described above, Dr. Tudor was forced to pay 

for her hormone therapy and blood level tests out of pocket. 

71. Upon information and belief, if Dr. Tudor were a nontransgender woman, 
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she could have received full coverage for her hormone treatment and blood level tests 

under Southeastern’s health insurance plan. 

 

Southeastern’s Process for Promotion and Tenure 

72. At Southeastern, Assistant Professors must obtain tenure before the end of 

their seventh year as an Assistant Professor or else their employment is terminated. 

73. The process governing applications for promotion and tenure is set forth in 

Southeastern’s “Procedure for Granting Promotion and Tenure.” First, the applicant 

must submit a written application to her Department Chair, along with a portfolio that 

contains documentation pertinent to an assessment of her qualifications. Second, the 

applicant is reviewed by a Promotion and Tenure Review Committee (“P&T Review 

Committee”) comprised of tenured faculty in the applicant’s Department. Next, the 

application is reviewed sequentially by the Department Chair, the Dean of the 

applicant’s school, and the Vice President for Academic Affairs, each of whom must 

consider whether to recommend the applicant to receive promotion and tenure and then 

forward his or her recommendation to the next reviewing official. Following the Vice 

President for Academic Affairs’ review, the President of SOSU decides whether to 

approve or deny the application for promotion and tenure and, if the President approves 

the application, he submits his recommendation to the RUSO Board of Regents for their 

approval. 

74. It is Southeastern’s policy to notify applicants of the intermediate decisions 

in the process as they occur. On a candidate’s request, administrators may provide 
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explanations of negative recommendations so that candidates for promotion and tenure 

can address deficiencies before the next level of review. 

75. According to Southeastern’s Academic Policies and Procedures, to attain a 

promotion to the position of Associate Professor an applicant must have: (1) an earned 

doctorate relevant to the teaching field awarded by a regionally accredited or 

internationally recognized institution of higher learning; (2) five years of successful 

higher education teaching experience in full-time appointments; (3) five years of 

experience at the Assistant Professor rank; (4) demonstrated effective classroom 

teaching, research/scholarship, contributions to the institution and profession (also 

referred to as “service”), and, in appropriate instances, successful performance of non- 

teaching or administrative duties; and (5) noteworthy achievement in classroom teaching, 

research/scholarship, and service, or, in appropriate instances, performance of non- 

teaching or administrative duties. 

76. According to Southeastern’s Academic Policies and Procedures, to attain 

tenure a professor must have: (1) five years of service at Southeastern in a tenure-track 

appointment as an Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, or Professor; (2) 

demonstrated effective classroom teaching, research/scholarship, service, and, in 

appropriate instances, successful performance of non-teaching or administrative duties; 

(3) demonstrated ability to work cooperatively to strengthen the academic quality of the 

institution; and (4) noteworthy achievement in classroom teaching and on at least one 

other criterion: research/scholarship, service, or, in appropriate instances, performance of 

non-teaching or administrative duties. 
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77. Southeastern’s Academic Policies and Procedures state that, “[f]aculty 

status and related matters are primarily faculty responsibility; this area includes . . . 

promotions [and] the granting of tenure.” The Academic Policies and Procedures further 

state that, in considering applications for promotion and tenure, the “governing board 

and president should…concur with the faculty judgment except in rare instances and for 

compelling reasons which should be stated in detail.” 

 

Dr. Tudor Prepares to Apply for Promotion and Tenure 

78.  In the summer of 2009, as Dr. Tudor was about to enter her sixth year as 

an Assistant Professor, she made preparations to apply for tenure and promotion to the 

position of Associate Professor. 

79. At the end of August 2009, Dr. Tudor met with the Dean of the School of 

Arts and Sciences, Dr. Lucretia Scoufos. It was Dean Scoufos’ customary practice to 

meet with professors applying for promotion and tenure to discuss the format and 

content of the portfolio that they had to prepare in support of their applications. 

80. Dean Scoufos learned that Dr. Tudor was a transgender woman. Despite 

being informed of this fact, Dean Scoufos intentionally misgendered Dr. Tudor (i.e., used 

inappropriate male pronouns such as he and his) in subsequent meetings.  

81. Misgendering is the practice of using incorrect gender referents (e.g., 

pronouns, titles, and name) in describing or conversing with a transgender person. When 

intentional, the purpose of misgendering is to communicate one’s belief that the subject is 

not truly a member of their post-transition gender and/or to express disregard for the 
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subject’s gender identity.  

82. During this meeting, Dr. Tudor told Dean Scoufos that she believed 

another faculty member in her Department had been discriminating against her since she 

had begun to present as female at work. Dr. Tudor said that she would prefer if this 

faculty member did not serve on the Faculty Committee that would review her portfolio. 

Dean Scoufos did not report Dr. Tudor’s concern to Southeastern’s Affirmative Action 

Officer—the person at Southeastern responsible for investigating discrimination 

complaints. 

 

Dr. Tudor’s Application for Promotion and Tenure 

83. In October 2009, Dr. Tudor submitted her application for tenure and 

promotion to the position of Associate Professor to the Chair of the English Department, 

Dr. John Mischo.  

84. Both the P&T Review Committee assigned to review Dr. Tudor’s 

application and portfolio, as well as Dr. Mischo, recommended that she receive 

promotion and tenure. 

85. On or about November 29, 2009, Dr. Mischo notified Dean Scoufos that he 

and the P&T Review Committee recommended that Dr. Tudor receive a promotion to the 

tenured position of Associate Professor. 

86. In January 2010, Dean Scoufos sent Dr. Tudor a letter informing her that, 

despite the recommendations of Dr. Tudor’s Department Chair and the P&T Review 

Committee, she had decided to oppose Dr. Tudor’s application for promotion and tenure. 
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Dean Scoufos’ letter contained no explanation for her decision. 

87. Dean Scoufos passed her recommendation that tenure and promotion be 

denied and Dr. Tudor’s portfolio along to Vice President McMillan. 

88. In February 2010, Vice President McMillan sent Dr. Tudor a letter 

informing her that he also had decided to oppose her application for promotion and 

tenure. Like Dean Scoufos’ letter, Vice President McMillan’s letter contained no 

explanation for his decision. 

89. Shortly afterwards, Vice President McMillan forwarded Dr. Tudor’s 

portfolio to the President of Southeastern, Dr. Larry Minks. He also forwarded to 

President Minks his own negative recommendations for Dr. Tudor’s promotion and 

tenure, as well as the recommendations of the P&T Review Committee, the Chair of the 

English Department, and Dean Scoufos. 

90. Dr. Tudor asked Vice President McMillan and Dean Scoufos to explain 

why they had decided to oppose her application. That information would have enabled 

Dr. Tudor to supplement her portfolio before the President reviewed it. 

91. Both Vice President McMillan and Dean Scoufos refused to explain to Dr. 

Tudor why they decided to oppose her application. 

92. In refusing to discuss with Dr. Tudor why he opposed her application, Vice 

President McMillan treated Dr. Tudor differently than similarly-situated nontransgender 

professors. Indeed, in the previous academic term Vice President McMillan treated 

differently a similarly situated nontransgender male English professor, to wit: Vice 

President McMillan met with the other professor to discuss how that professor could 
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strengthen his portfolio. The other professor followed Vice President McMillan’s advice 

and supplemented his portfolio before it was submitted to the President of Southeastern 

for a final decision on his application. Based on his supplemented portfolio—and the 

guidance that he received from Vice President McMillan—the nontransgender professor. 

93. In February 2010, Dr. Tudor filed a grievance with President Minks and 

requested a hearing before Southeastern’s Faculty Appellate Committee (“FAC”). In her 

grievance, she alleged that Dean Scoufos and Vice President McMillan had denied her 

the due process provided by Southeastern’s policies when they refused to explain why 

they had opposed her application for promotion and tenure. 

94. The following month, the FAC ruled in Dr. Tudor’s favor and 

recommended to President Minks’ designee that Vice President McMillan and Dean 

Scoufos explain to Dr. Tudor why they had opposed her application. 

95. Pursuant to Southeastern policy, President Minks designated the Assistant 

Vice President for Academic Affairs (“Assistant Vice President”) to communicate to Dr. 

Tudor both the FAC’s recommendation and his decision whether to comply with that 

recommendation. Southeastern policy also required that Dr. Tudor receive this 

information within ten workdays. Dr. Tudor would have the right to appeal the Assistant 

Vice President’s decision to President Minks. 

96. The Assistant Vice President decided not to follow the FAC’s 

recommendation. Vice President McMillan directed the Assistant Vice President to wait 

until after President Minks made his decision on Dr. Tudor’s promotion and tenure 

application before informing her that he had decided not to follow the FAC’s 
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recommendation. Thus, Dr. Tudor received no notification within the ten workday 

deadline. 

97. By violating Southeastern policy and withholding timely notification of 

the Assistant Vice President’s decision, Southeastern denied Dr. Tudor the ability to 

appeal Vice President McMillan’s and Dean Scoufos’ refusals to provide explanation of 

their negative recommendations prior to President Minks’ ultimate decision on her tenure 

and promotion application. Thus, she was deprived of the opportunity to supplement her 

portfolio to address their reasoning prior to President Minks’ decision. 

98. In April 2010, President Minks sent Dr. Tudor a letter informing her that 

he had decided to deny her application for promotion and tenure. In that letter, President 

Minks did not explain why Dr. Tudor’s application was denied, but he did let her know 

that Vice President McMillan would inform her of the reasons for the denial in a separate 

communication. 

99. President Minks’ decision was the first time Southeastern had denied an 

English professor’s application for tenure and promotion after he or she had obtained a 

favorable tenure recommendation from a P&T Review Committee and the Department 

Chair. 

100. In June 2010, Dr. Tudor received a letter from Vice President McMillan. 

That letter—which purported to be dated over a month earlier, on April 30, 2010—stated 

that President Minks had denied Dr. Tudor’s application because her record in the areas 

of “research/scholarship” and “university service” were deficient. 

101. Dr. Tudor’s qualifications for promotion and tenure were comparable, if 
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not superior to, the qualifications of at least three other similarly-situated nontransgender 

English professors who were considered for, and received, tenure during Dr. Tudor’s 

time at Southeastern. For example, the number of publications Dr. Tudor had in her 

portfolio was greater than the number of publications that another successful applicant 

had in hers. One applicant received promotion and tenure even though she, unlike Dr. 

Tudor, had no peer-reviewed publications. Likewise, in the area of university service, Dr. 

Tudor’s performance was also comparable to her nontransgender departmental peers who 

successfully applied for promotion and tenure. 

102. Vice President McMillan’s criticisms of Dr. Tudor’s record in the area of 

scholarship also rested on his assertion that the Southeastern administration had been 

unable to verify that Dr. Tudor had served as an editor for two symposia listed in her 

portfolio. However, no one in the Southeastern administration ever requested that Dr. 

Tudor provide additional documentation to verify that she had served as an editor of the 

symposia. Moreover, copies of the published proceedings from the symposia were 

available in a reading room on Southeastern’s campus and Dr. Tudor’s role as editor was 

prominently displayed on the covers of both publications. 

Dr. Tudor’s Re-application and Grievances 

103.  Southeastern permits faculty members who have been denied promotion 

or tenure to reapply as long as they remain within their seven-year term of initial 

employment. In at least one other RUSO institution, professors have re-applied for 

promotion and tenure the year after the President denied their applications. 
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104. In August 2010, Dr. Tudor informed her Department Chair that she 

intended to re-apply for promotion and tenure during the 2010-11 academic year. 

105. That same month, Dr. Tudor also filed a grievance in which she requested 

a hearing with the FAC so that she could dispute Southeastern’s decision to deny her 

2009-10 application for promotion and tenure. In September 2010, the FAC informed 

Dr. Tudor that it had no authority to overrule the President’s decision to deny her 

promotion and tenure. 

106. A few weeks later, in October 2010, Vice President McMillan sent Dr. 

Tudor a letter stating that Southeastern would not permit her to re-apply for promotion 

and tenure during the 2010-11 academic year. In the letter, which had been approved by 

President Minks, Vice President McMillan recognized that Southeastern policy did not 

prohibit Dr. Tudor from re-applying. But he nevertheless announced that he had decided 

that it was not in the “best interests of the university” to permit her to re-apply. 

107. In his letter, Vice President McMillan offered several explanations for 

denying Dr. Tudor’s request to re-apply for promotion and tenure. Among his reasons 

was his belief that deficiencies in Dr. Tudor’s application from the prior academic year 

could not be corrected that quickly. Vice President McMillan also expressed concern that 

if the administration once again overruled positive recommendations from the P&T 

Review Committee and the Department Chair, its action would potentially “inflame the 

relationship between faculty and administration.” 

108. In October 2010, Dr. Tudor filed a grievance with the FAC and President 

Minks challenging Southeastern’s decision not to let her re-apply for promotion and 
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tenure during the 2010-11 academic year. 

109. In response to Dr. Tudor’s grievance, Vice President McMillan sent a letter 

to the FAC stating that he had opposed Dr. Tudor’s 2009-10 application for promotion 

and tenure because she had submitted “the poorest portfolio [he had] ever reviewed in the 

20 years” he worked at Southeastern, and there was “very little chance” that Dr. Tudor 

could have corrected the deficiencies in the period since the initial decision. 

110. In support of her grievance, Dr. Tudor submitted four letters of 

recommendation from tenured English professors at Southeastern detailing their positive 

assessments that Dr. Tudor was qualified for promotion and tenure. 

111. Another tenured English professor submitted a letter to the FAC, in support 

of Dr. Tudor’s grievance, which pointed out that “Dr. Tudor ha[d] published more 

research than any other member of the [English] department, tenured or untenured.” The 

letter writer therefore maintained that Vice President McMillan was “clearly mistaken in 

his opinion that consideration of Dr. Tudor’s tenure file would be a waste of time.” 

112. In December 2010, the FAC recommended that Southeastern permit Dr. 

Tudor to re-apply for promotion and tenure during the 2010-11 academic year. 

113. President Minks designated Southeastern’s Vice President for Business 

Affairs, Ross Walkup, to respond to the FAC’s decision. In January 2011, Vice 

President Walkup sent a letter to the FAC stating that Southeastern would not comply 

with the FAC’s recommendation because Southeastern policy prohibited professors from 

re- applying for promotion and tenure after the President denied their applications. In his 

letter, Vice President Walkup indicated that President Minks agreed with this 
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interpretation of Southeastern policy.  

 

Dr. Tudor’s Discrimination Complaint 

114. In August 2010—at the same time she was seeking to re-apply for 

promotion and tenure—Dr. Tudor also filed a written discrimination complaint with 

Southeastern’s Affirmative Action Officer, Dr. Claire Stubblefield. In that complaint, she 

alleged, among other things, that Southeastern had discriminated against her on the basis 

of her sex when it denied her 2009-10 application for promotion and tenure.  

115. Dr. Tudor filed a similar discrimination complaint with DOE, and DOE 

informed Southeastern of the complaint in a letter dated September 15, 2010. This 

complaint specifically referenced “odious bullying” “hostile attitude arising from 

discrimination” and “adversarial and hostile demeanor toward a Native American 

woman.” 

116. In October 2010, Dr. Tudor supplemented the discrimination complaint 

that she had filed with Dr. Stubblefield. She alleged that Southeastern had retaliated 

against her because of her discrimination complaints when it refused to permit her to re-

apply for promotion and tenure during the 2010-11 academic year. 

117. Dr. Stubblefield issued a report ostensibly addressing Dr. Tudor’s 

discrimination and retaliation complaints in January 2011. Dr. Stubblefield found that 

Southeastern had not discriminated against or retaliated against Dr. Tudor. 

118. Dr. Stubblefield’s report did not address all of Dr. Tudor’s allegations of 

discrimination and retaliation. For example, the report did not mention Southeastern’s 
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decision not to permit Dr. Tudor to re-apply for promotion and tenure during the 2010-

11 academic year, even though Dr. Tudor had expressly complained that this decision to 

not let her re-apply was retaliatory. Similarly, Dr. Stubblefield’s report did not address 

Dr. Tudor’s allegation that Vice President McMillan had treated her differently from one 

of her peers by meeting with a nontransgender English professor to discuss his portfolio 

before the President rendered a decision on his application for promotion and tenure, 

while denying Dr. Tudor the opportunity to have such a meeting. 

 

Dr. Tudor’s Employment with Southeastern is Terminated 

119.  Since Dr. Tudor failed to attain tenure before the end of her seventh year 

as an Assistant Professor, Southeastern terminated her employment on May 31, 2011. 

120. Before Dr. Tudor’s employment ended, Southeastern’s Faculty Senate 

awarded her with the Faculty Senate Recognition Award for Excellence in Scholarship 

for the 2010-11 academic year. 

121. Since her employment was terminated by Southeastern, Dr. Tudor has 

attempted to but been unable to secure a tenure-track professorship that is comparable to 

the one she held at Southeastern.  

 

Dr. Tudor’s Desire To Return to Southeastern 

122. One of the remedies Dr. Tudor and the United States have requested is 

reinstatement as Assistant Professor, with tenure. This relief is particularly important 

given Dr. Tudor’s connection to Oklahoma. 
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123. In the 1830s the Chickasaw were removed from their ancestral lands east 

of the Mississippi River and moved, at gunpoint, to lands in present-day Oklahoma.  

124. Nearly three thousand Chickasaw traveled along the Trail of Tears; an 

estimated five hundred Chickasaw perished along the way. 

125. Today, members of the Chickasaw Nation believe that the lands sold to 

the Chickasaw in Oklahoma by the federal government in the 1830s have been made 

sacred by the tears, sweat, blood, and bones of their ancestors. 

126. Dr. Tudor believes that the land Southeastern lies upon has been made 

sacred by the tears, sweat, blood, and bones of her ancestors. 

127. Southeastern’s campus lies in the historic boundary of the lands sold to the 

Chickasaw and Choctaw Nations by the federal government in the 1830s. In 2004 Dr. 

Tudor was offered a lucrative tenure-track professorship at Northern Michigan 

University. Dr. Tudor was also offered a tenure-track professorship at Southeastern. 

128. Dr. Tudor accepted the tenure-track professorship at Southeastern over the 

offer from Northern Michigan University because she wanted to spend the rest of her 

career teaching, working, and living on lands lying within the historic boundary of the 

relocated Chickasaw Nation. 

129. Since her employment was terminated by Southeastern, Dr. Tudor has 

been unable to secure a tenure-track professorship at an institution that lies within the 

historic boundaries of the removed Chickasaw Nation.  
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COUNT ONE 
Title VII, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e, et seq. 

Hostile Work Environment Based on Sex 
(Gender, Gender Expression, and Gender Identity) 

 

130. Plaintiff/Intervenor re-alleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs 1–129. 

131. After Dr. Tudor disclosed her intent to transition to female during the 2007-

08 school term, Southeastern’s administrators instituted a campaign of harassment and 

bullying on the basis of sex and sex stereotyping, including gender, gender expression, 

and gender identity, and adopted an attitude of adversarial and hostile demeanor. This 

harassment continued through Tudor’s termination from Southeastern in May 2011.  

132. Dr. Tudor was targeted for harassment by administrators because of her 

sex, including gender, gender expression, and gender identity.  

133. Dr. Tudor was nonetheless able to maintain cordial and productive 

relationships with the members of her department. 

134. The discriminatory acts involved the same type of employment actions, 

occurred relatively frequently, were perpetuated and/or directed by the same core group 

of administrators, were egregious, numerous and concentrated, and formed part of the 

same hostile work environment, as detailed herein.  

135. The work environment was permeated with discriminatory intimidation, 

ridicule, and insult, sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter the conditions of Dr. Tudor’s 

employment and to create an abusive working environment, as detailed herein. 

136. Dr. McMillan made statements that were repeated to Dr. Tudor that her 
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gender expression and gender identity were offensive to him, as detailed above.  

137. Southeastern administrators, including but not limited to Dr. McMillan, 

openly denied the legitimacy of Dr. Tudor’s feminine gender expression and female 

gender identity and encouraged others under their direction to do the same. This conduct 

includes but is not limited to: administrators directing human resources to counsel Tudor 

against using the multi-stall women’s restroom closest to her office and against wearing 

skirts and other traditionally female articles of clothing in Fall 2007; administrators, 

including Dean Scoufos, failing to notify the Affirmative Action Office of discrimination 

reported by Dr. Tudor in 2009; administrators, including Dean Scoufos and Vice 

President McMillan, publicly and privately misgendering or otherwise expressing their 

distaste for persons with nontraditional gender identity and expression generally and Dr. 

Tudor specifically.  

138. Dean Scoufos had the power to impose or participate in discipline of Dr. 

Tudor and to interfere with or stop her tenure and promotion. 

139. Vice President McMillan had the power to impose or participate in 

discipline of Dr. Tudor and to interfere with or stop her tenure and promotion. 

140. Dean Scofous was acting as the Defendants’ agent in taking the actions 

regarding Dr. Tudor detailed herein. 

141. Dean Scofous was acting within the scope of his employment in taking the 

actions regarding Dr. Tudor detailed herein. 

142. Vice President McMillan was acting as the Defendants’ agent in taking the 

actions regarding Dr. Tudor detailed herein.  
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143. Vice President McMillan was acting within the scope of his employment in 

taking the actions regarding Dr. Tudor detailed herein.  

144. Southeastern administrators, including upon information and belief Dr. 

McMillan, repeatedly attempted to craft formal and informal policies with the intended 

effect of forcing Dr. Tudor to suppress her feminine gender expression and female gender 

identity. This conduct includes but is not limited to: administrators directing 

Southeastern’s human resources office to counsel Dr. Tudor to use a different restroom 

than that used by other female faculty, causing Dr. Tudor daily humiliation for four 

years; administrators directing Southeastern’s human resources office to counsel Dr. 

Tudor to not wear traditionally female or feminine articles of clothing; and administrators 

repeatedly interfering with the tenure review process over the course of two years.  

145. The requirement that Dr. Tudor not use female restrooms, and use only a 

specific single-stall restroom exposed her to disadvantageous terms as detailed herein. 

146. The Defendants provided and maintained a health insurance plan for all 

faculty, including Dr. Tudor, that had an explicit exclusion for transgender health care, as 

detailed herein. The health insurance policy explicitly excluded all transition-related care 

for transgender persons. As a result of this exclusion, the plan denied care to transgender 

persons, solely on the basis of sex and regardless of medical necessity. As a result of this 

discriminatory exclusion, Dr. Tudor was unable to receive coverage for medically 

necessary care, she was forced to bear out-of-pocket costs, and was subjected to 

humiliation which contributed to the hostile work environment. 

147. This hostile environment unreasonably interfered with Dr. Tudor’s ability 
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to perform her job duties, by the disruption of her relationship to the University 

Administration and her Department colleagues, by the unreasonable public criticism and 

questioning of her abilities as a professor, by her inability to use restrooms appropriate to 

her gender, by the need to spend many hours on otherwise unnecessary grievance and 

review processes and other means of seeking relief, and by the necessity of having to 

create a new tenure application, a time-intensive task involving reviewing and 

assembling hundreds of pages and requesting and following up on recommendation 

letters, and other factors. 

148. Many events contributing to this hostile work environment occurred within 

the 300 day period prior to Dr. Tudor’s first charge dated September 9, 2010, including 

but not limited to the daily humiliations caused by the restroom restrictions and 

misgendering, the maintenance of the discriminatory insurance policy exclusion, dress 

restrictions, administrators repeatedly interfering with the tenure review process and the 

constant threat of termination.   

149. Dr. Tudor perceived the working environment to be abusive or hostile. 

150. A reasonable person in Dr. Tudor’s circumstances would consider the 

working environment to be abusive or hostile. 

151. The actions of Defendants’ agents, including but not limited to Dean 

Scofous and Vice President McMillan, in creating the hostile work environment resulted 

in tangible job consequences to Dr. Tudor, including but not limited to her termination, 

her denial of promotion and tenure, her inability to reapply for promotion and tenure, her 

restriction in regard to using restrooms and her inability to obtain health care coverage 
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for medically necessary treatments.  

152. The Defendants did not have any policy prohibiting discrimination based 

on gender expression or gender identity, and there were therefore no preventive and 

corrective opportunities available to Dr. Tudor for discrimination based on her gender 

expression or gender identity. 

153. In fact, the Faculty Senate unanimously approved resolutions to prevent 

discrimination based on gender expression and gender identity on January 19, 2011, and 

they were sent to Vice President McMillian, who in turn presented the resolutions to 

Southeastern’s President. Both resolutions were rejected.  

154. Dr. Tudor took advantage of the preventive and corrective opportunities 

available to her to the extent they existed, by complaining to Defendants of 

discrimination based on her sex. 

155. The Defendants were on notice of the hostile work environment, including 

actual notice by means of complaints made by Dr. Tudor to the University detailed 

herein, and vicariously and constructively by means of the acts perpetrated by her direct 

supervisors detailed herein. 

156. The Defendants should have known of the hostile work environment 

because of Dr. Tudor’s complaints and the acts perpetrated by the administrators, as 

detailed herein. 

157. The Defendants made no efforts to stop the hostile environment detailed 

herein. 

158. In the alternative, the Defendants did not undertake prompt and reasonable 
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efforts sufficient to stop the hostile environment detailed herein. 

159. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ unlawful discrimination, 

Dr. Tudor incurred damages including, but not limited to humiliation, loss of enjoyment 

of life, damage to her professional reputation, and other pecuniary and non-pecuniary 

losses. 

 
COUNT TWO 

Title VII, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e, et seq. 
Unlawful Discrimination Based on Sex 

(Gender, Gender Expression, and Gender Identity) 
	  

160. Plaintiff/Intervenor re-alleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs 1–129. 

161. Defendants engaged in adverse employment actions against Dr. Tudor 

because of her sex and sex stereotyping, including gender, gender expression, and gender 

identity, as defined and detailed below.  

162. Defendants denied Dr. Tudor’s application for promotion and tenure 

during the 2009-10 academic year. 

163. Defendants refused to permit her to re-apply during the 2010-11 academic 

year because of Dr. Tudor’s gender, gender expression and gender identity, which 

constitutes unlawful sex discrimination in violation of Title VII. 

164. Had Dr. Tudor been permitted to re-apply during the 2010-11 academic 

year, she would have obtained tenure and promotion, absent further sex discrimination by 

Defendants.  

165. Defendants created policies and practices that had a disparate impact on 
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persons based on gender expression and gender identity, and had a disparate impact on Dr. 

Tudor. 

166. Defendants created a policy and practice that required certain female 

persons, based on their gender identity, including Dr. Tudor, not to use any women’s 

restrooms on campus, but to use only all genders single-stall restrooms for persons with 

disabilities.  

167. This policy and practice had a disparate impact on certain female persons 

based on their gender identity, including Dr. Tudor.  

168. The creation and maintenance of this policy and practice was an adverse 

employment action. 

169. These restroom restrictions also subjected Dr. Tudor to disparate treatment.  

170.  These restroom restrictions subjected certain persons, based on their 

gender identity, including Dr. Tudor, to disadvantageous terms based on sex, as detailed 

herein, and constituted unlawful sex discrimination in violation of Title VII.  

171. Defendants terminated Dr. Tudor because of her gender, gender 

expression and gender identity, which constitutes unlawful sex discrimination in 

violation of Title VII.  

172. Defendants’ purported reasons for denying Dr. Tudor’s application for 

promotion and tenure during the 2009-10 academic year and for refusing to allow her to 

re-apply in the 2010-11 academic year are a pretext for sex discrimination. 

173. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ unlawful sex 

discrimination, Dr. Tudor incurred damages including, but not limited to, lost income, 
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humiliation, loss of enjoyment of life, damage to her professional reputation and other 

pecuniary and non-pecuniary losses. 

COUNT THREE 
Title VII, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e, et seq. 

Retaliation 

174. Plaintiff/Intervenor re-alleges each and every allegation contained in 

paragraphs 1–129.  

175. By refusing to permit Dr. Tudor to re-apply for promotion and tenure 

during the 2010-11 academic year, Defendants retaliated against Dr. Tudor in violation of 

Title VII because she (a) opposed their discrimination against her that she reasonably 

believed violated Title VII; and (b) participated in a Title VII proceeding by filing a 

complaint with DOE. 

176. Defendants’ purported reasons for not allowing Dr. Tudor to re-apply for 

promotion and tenure in the 2010-11 academic year are a pretext for unlawful retaliation. 

177. But for Defendants’ unlawful retaliation, Dr. Tudor would have obtained 

tenure and promotion, and thereby incurred damages including, but not limited to, lost 

income, loss of enjoyment of life, damage to her professional reputation, and other 

pecuniary and non-pecuniary losses. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff/Intervenor requests that the court grant the following relief: 

a) Enjoin Defendants from subjecting employees to unlawful sex

discrimination (including on the basis of gender, gender identity, gender
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expression, and sex stereotypes) and retaliation that violates Title VII; 

b) Order Defendants to institute and carry out new policies, practices, and 

programs to prevent unlawful sex discrimination (including on the basis of 

gender, gender identity, gender expression, and sex stereotypes) and 

retaliation that violates Title VII; 

c) Order Defendants to institute and carry out policies, practices, and programs 

to report, investigate, and effectively address complaints about unlawful sex 

discrimination (including on the basis of gender, gender identity, gender 

expression, and sex stereotypes) and/or retaliation that violates Title VII; 

d) Order Defendants to train their employees on Title VII’s prohibitions 

against unlawful sex discrimination (including on the basis of gender, 

gender identity, gender expression, and sex stereotypes) and retaliation; 

e) Order Defendants to train their employees who investigate complaints of 

Title VII violations on how to conduct effective investigations; 

f) Order Defendants and their managers and supervisory employees to refrain 

from engaging in retaliation against any individual for giving testimony in 

this matter or participating in this matter in any way; 

g) Order Defendants to compensate Dr. Tudor with monetary relief for the 

damages she suffered including, but not limited to, lost income, loss of 

fringe benefits, humiliation, loss of enjoyment of life, and damage to her 

professional reputation. 

h) Order Defendants to award Dr. Tudor the position of Associate Professor 
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with tenure; 

i) Order any further relief necessary to make Dr. Tudor whole;

j) Award such additional relief as justice may require, together with the

Plaintiff/Intervenor’s costs, disbursements, and attorneys’ fees in this action.

Dated: May 5, 2015 
Respectfully Submitted, 

Brittany M. Novotny (Okla. Bar No. 20796) 
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